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With more than 17 years of experience, we at Action India are engaged in offering clients some of
the highly sophisticated spy instruments. Our range of spy instruments consists spy pen camera,
Spy Camera in Delhi,spy wall clock with remote,spy lighter camera, spy charger camera, spy wall
listening device,spy table clock camera, spy watch camera etc. In addition, we also have in the
offering innovative spy GSM based wireless device, spy world's smallest camera- button camera,
spy wireless audio video camera and sophisticated spy camera finder/camera lens detector. All of
our spy instruments are procured from industry leading vendors who are known for offering spy
instruments which have set the new record of excellence.

It is Built-in 16 GB memory of the remote control stealth Cameras,can be used for digital audio
video filming ,the product is simple to operate: there is a good hidden; It can also get satisfactory
results even though under interior low light; better sound recording . can also be usde directly as U
disk.Business, education, security, media, justice, tourism, health care, life in areas such as the
practical tools necessary. It is very convenient.

Features

A normal looking wall clock but hidden with a tiny wireless

This surveillance system is well hide inside a functional clock

With a built-in transmitter and remote control for switch to turn on and off

The camera and transmitter are invisible to the human eye

This system can be applied to almost any ambience

With built-in lithium rechargeable battery

Easy to set up

This device should only be used where it is not infringing any laws

Memory: 16GB

Battery back-up 8 hours

Camera Format: AVI Format

Sensor Resolution : 5.0 mega 1280*960 pixels

DImension: 325mm x 325mm

Weight: 300g

Suit for: Business, education, security, media, justice, tourism, health care, life in areas such as the
practical tools necessary.
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